DIVISION 10 - SPECIALTIES

VISUAL DISPLAY SURFACES 10 11 00
Chalkboards and Markerboards: Porcelain-on-steel writing surface.
Tackboards: Natural cork.

SIGNAGE 10 14 00
The UCD Campus has a Building Sign Program. A copy of these guidelines may be obtained from the University's Representative. The guidelines:

1. Provide graphic standards for a campus sign program.
2. Provide category classification for all sign types in the program.
3. Assist in identifying which sign type is appropriate to use.
4. Assist in the application and placement of signs.

EXTERIOR SIGNAGE
Regulatory sign posts shall be 2 inch, Schedule 80 pipe with threaded bases, lock rings, caps, and with footings a minimum of 12 inches in diameter by 18 inches deep. Square sign posts are not preferred but where they are used, they must be 12 gauge, 2 inch square posts.

Regulatory signs shall have High Intensity Prismatic Sheeting (HIP) applied and shall comply with all applicable codes from the 2010 California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD).

TOILET COMPARTMENTS 10 21 13
Floor-mounted, overhead braced type, through-color polymer plastic.

TOILET ACCESSORIES 10 28 13
The following categories of restroom accessories are those for which the University requires standardization from project to project.

1. Roll Hand Towel Dispenser: Kimberly-Clark, Model #2000 or equal (no known equal).
2. Hand Soap Dispenser - surface mount: Waxie Model #385830 or equal (no known equal). Provide with black 1250ml foam.
3. Hand Soap Dispenser - in counter type: Waxie Model #385670 or equal (no known equal). Provide with push 1500ml foam.
4. Toilet Tissue Dispenser: Dimensions must be a four roll vertical coreless bathroom tissue dispensing system. It must hold up to 6,000 2-ply or 12,000 1-ply sheets. Dispenser must have a dependable roll advancing system; dispenser must facilitate full roll usage.
b. Toilet Paper Dispenser - for high use toilet rooms: Georgia-Pacific Model #56744. Compact quad; coreless, or equal (no known equal).

5. Sanitary Napkin Dispenser: Bobrick Model #B-282 surface mount feminine napkin/tampon vendor; stainless steel; $0.50 coin mechanism; 11-7/8 inches by 25-7/8 inches by 6-1/2 inches, or equal.

6. Mirrors: Mirrors shall be 1/4" thickness with solid backing. Frames shall be 1/2 inch by 1/2 inch by 1/2 inch heavy duty stainless steel angle, with all corners mitered and welded, Bobrick Series B-165, or equal, sizes as indicated. Tilt mirrors shall be stainless steel with tilt built into frame, Bobrick Model B-293, or equal, sizes as indicated.

Towel disposal units are not required in any new or remodel work. These will be freestanding, provided by the University.

**FIRE EXTINGUISHERS**

10 lb. ABC, Amerex 441B, 4A-80BC (10 pound) or equal (no known equal) in semi-recessed or recessed cabinets.